





Year Ending December 31,1996
DEDICATION
This year’s Town Report is dedicated to 
HAINES AND PHYLLIS SCHOFF
Town of Bath citizens are indebted to the many years of service Haines and Phyllis gave 
to the Town they so loved.
Phyllis served 20 years as Town Clerk, 15 years as Tax Collector and 33 years as School 
Clerk. Haines served as Town Treasurer, School Clerk and School Board Member from 
194-2-1953. Both are honorary members of the Bath Congregational Church. Both belong to 
local, state and national Granges for over 60 years.
Well done, faithful servants.
Town of Bath, New Hampshire
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Board Meetings Date and Time
Selectmen Monday Nights 7:00 pm
Planning Board 3rd Wednesday of Month 7:00 pm
Zoning Board 3rd Tuesday of Month (as needed) 7:30 pm
Conservation Commission Last Wednesday of Month 7:00 pm
Library Trustees First Tuesday of Month 7:00 pm
Please note that if anyone is interested in serving on any of these boards, the Selectmen’s Office should 
be contacted.
BATH HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Bath Historical Society meets the last Wednesday of every month. All are welcome to 
attend.
BATH PUBLIC LIBRARY HOURS













RESULTS OF THE 1996 BATH  W A R R AN T  
March 12, 1996
The Annual Meeting of the Voters of the Town of Bath was held March 12, 1996 at the Bath 
Village School. The Moderator, Thomas Rappa, called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM. The 
Pledge of Allegiance was given. The Moderator explained the procedures that would be followed 
throughout the meeting. Dianne Rappa made the motion to accept the procedures as stated, 
seconded by Roger Fournier. A voice vote was taken and the ayes prevailed.
ARTICLE 1: To choose a Moderator for two years, a Town Clerk-Tax Collector and a
Treasurer for one year, one Selectman for three years, one Trustee of the Trust Funds for 
three years, two Library Trustees for three years, one Supervisor of the Checklist for six 
years, one Cemetery Commissioner for three years and other necessary officers for the ensuing 
year.
MODERATOR for TWO YEARS:
James Lackie nominated Thomas Rappa, seconded by Susan Rowley. Dianne Rappa made 
the motion to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by 
Ben Harrington. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Town Clerk administered the Oath 
of Office.
TOWN CLERK-TAX COLLECTOR for ONE YEAR:
Dianne Rappa nominated Beverly Woods, seconded by Ellen Bradley. James Lackie made 
the motion to close the nominations and have the Moderator cast one ballot, seconded by Dianne 
Rappa. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath of Office.
TREASURER for ONE YEAR:
Judy Glover nominated Alden Minot, seconded by Gary Youngman. Dianne Rappa made the 
motion to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by Ben 
Harrington. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath of Office.
SELECTMAN for THREE YEARS:
John Lees nominated David Stimson, seconded by Dianne Rappa. Alden Minot made the motion 
to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by Ben Harrington. 
Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath of Office.
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS for THREE YEARS:
Ben Harrington nominated Raymond Poor, seconded by Keith Estes. Ben Harrington made 
the motion to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by 
Beverly Woods. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath of 
Office.
TWO LIBRARY TRUSTEES for THREE YEARS:
Karen Harrington nominated Sylvia McKean, seconded by Shirley Peters. Karen Harrington 
made the motion to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded 
by Ben Harrington. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath 
of Office.
Karen Harrington nominated Theresa Belyea, seconded by A1 Maggio. Karen Harrington made 
the motion to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by 
Ben Harrington. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed.
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SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST for SIX YEARS:
Velma Ide nominated Ann Joy, seconded by Dianne Rappa. Velma Ide made the motion to 
close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by James Lackie. 
Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath of Office.
CEMETERY COMMISSIONER for THREE YEARS:
Randall Burt nominated John Whitney, seconded by Velma Ide. Randall Burt made the motion 
to close the nominations and have the Town Clerk cast one ballot, seconded by John Lees. 
Motion carried as the ayes prevailed. Moderator administered the Oath of Office.
ARTICLE 2: To hear the reports of officers and agents heretofore chosen and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
Dianne Rappa made the motion to accept the reports of officers and agents as printed in 
the Town Report, seconded by Ben Harrington. Randall Burt announced that the by-laws 
of the Cemetery Commissioners are available in the Selectmen’s Office. Motion carried as 
the ayes prevailed.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $385,875.00
which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special articles addressed. 
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Alan Rutherford made the motion to raise and appropriate the sum of $385,875.00, which 
represents the operating budget, seconded by John Lees. Velma Ide asked about the increase 
in the Animal Control line item. Alan Rutherford explained that the bill for 1995 is included 
as it was not submitted in time for the 1995 budget and that a new officer was appointed 
who will respond to all calls. Ellen Bradley asked about increase in Legal Expense. Alan 
Rutherford explained that a suit has been filed against the Town regarding a ZBA decision 
and will need the money if the case gets to court this year. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00
for the Capital Reserve Fund for the acquisition of new road maintenance equipment as 
authorized in Chapter 35 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated. The Selectmen 
recommend this appropriation.
John Lees made the motion to accept the article as printed, seconded by Ben Harrington. 
Motion carried as the ayes prevailed.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000
for the Capital Reserve Fund for the future revaluation of the Town. The Selectmen recommend 
this appropriation.
Ben Harrington made the motion to accept the article as printed, seconded by John Lees. 
Harry Burgess asked if there was a planned date for the revaluation and how much was 
in the fund now. Alan Rutherford replied that there was no plan at this time and that there 
was around $37,000 in the fund now. Dianne Rappa asked if we knew who would do the 
reval and if the last estimated amount was given is an old estimate. Alan Rutherford explained 
that no definite plans were made at this time and that the last estimate was from a few 
years back. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of future construction or repair of the Swiftwater 
Covered Bridge and to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be placed in this fund. 
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
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Randall Burt made the motion to accept the article as printed, seconded by Judy Glover. 
Randall Burt explained that the bridge is in bad shape and the State says that it should 
be closed. While investigating alternatives should start the fund. Bob Ellsworth asked if the 
Town knew about the implications of changes because the bridge is a historical landmark. 
Randall Burt stated that the State is looking into it. Sylvia McKean asked about the new 
pier put in a few years back. Randall Burt answered that the pier and I-Beam helped some 
for a few years, but the arch is cracked and the bridge is sagging. Ellen Bradley asked if 
there were any estimated costs. Randall Burt explained there are no definite numbers yet, 
looking for a long term solution. Robert Bradley asked about the Haverhill Bridge and was 
told that it was the State’s responsibility. Phyllis Lang asked if other types of bridges are 
being considered. Randall Burt answered that all alternatives will be looked into. Bob Ellsworth 
stated that the Town spent a lot of money on the Bath Bridge and we should support the 
Swiftwater Bridge the same. Dianne Rappa stated that the pier and I-Beam put in in 1988 
was a bandaid and we knew then that we would have to do further repairs in the future. 
She is support of the Article. Harry Burgess asked if Federal Funding was being cut and 
was told that it was not. Mike Lusby stated that we should preserve the historic things that 
we have. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,620 to
pay for a new highway sander and authorize the withdrawal of this amount from the Capital 
Reserve Fund for the acquisition of new road maintenance equipment. The Selectmen 
recommend this appropriation.
Alan Rutherford made the motion to accept the article as written, seconded by John Lees. 
Velma Ide asked why we have to raise money if we are taking out of Capital Reserve. Ann 
Joy agreed, but did not think we should appropriate money either. Alden Minot agreed. Velma 
Ide made the motion to amend the article to read: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw 
the sum of $5,620 from the Capital Reserve Fund for the acquisition of new road maintenance 
equipment to pay for a new highway sander, seconded by Alden Minot. Motion carried as 
the ayes prevailed. Amendment was accepted. Motion carried as the ayes prevailed on the 
amended article.
ARTICLE 8: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Tom Rappa thanked the election officials who helped on the primary election and invited 
anyone who would be willing to help in the fall to contact Bev Woods.
Alan Rutherford stated that last year it was stated that if the old fire station was sold the 
money would go towards the principal of the note on the new station. Selectmen are looking 
for input on whether they should hold on to the property or sell it. Alden Minot stated that 
he would be in favor of keeping the property. Diane LaFond asked if anyone wanted to buy 
it. Alan Rutherford explained that if it was sold it would be by public auction or sealed bids. 
Diane LaFond asked if it could be leased. Velma Ide asked if the Selectmen have checked 
the last survey done by the Planning Board. She also stated that the historical society would 
love to have a building, but has no money. Harry Burgess stated that he felt the property 
should be sold. Randall Burt stated that he was not sure if a sewer could be put on the property 
and would be hard to sell for business purposes. Ellen Bradley asked if there was an estimate 
on the worth of the property. Robert Bradley suggested that perhaps it could be renovated 
for some use such as produce sales. Shirley Peters suggested that it could be used for the 
Library and the Historical Society. Charlie Diamond suggested that it could be used for
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something that could bring revenue such as a historical museum. Debbie Ardolino stated that 
the historical society deserves recognition for the work they do and need a permanent area. 
George Woods stated that whatever is done should be done soon because the building is falling 
apart. Dianne Rappa suggested leasing it until a decision is made. Bev Shaw asked if the 
decision was ultimately up to the Selectmen and was told that it was, but the Selectmen wanted 
some input. Charlie Diamond asked if they had considered listing it with a Real Estate Agency. 
Mary Jane Diamond suggested that if it was rented, perhaps part of rent could include repairs. 
Ellen Bradley stated that any rental or leasing would cause increases in insurance costs. A 
straw poll was taken by the Moderator with an overwhelming majority in favor of keeping 
the property. Ben Harrington noted that costs of demolition should be considered. Dave Stimson 
stated that he thought the Town should retain the property to keep our historical area that 
way. If property was sold, there would be no control as to what would go there. Alan Rutherford 
stated that from what was heard, most are in favor of retaining the property. Selectmen will 
look into options. Thanked all for good input. Harry Burgess asked about the water tower 
and was told that it did not belong to Town.
Phyllis Lang asked that the Selectmen do something about the voting booths as they are 
dangerous. Tom Rappa agreed and suggested that replacing the doors with curtains would 
be a big help. Alan Rutherford stated that the Selectmen are looking into modifications. Aaron 
Solnit asked how a request for White Mountain Mental Health could be considered. It was 
explained that it would have to be submitted to the budget committee and if not approved 
by them could be petitioned to be included on the warrant. Bev Shaw asked that anyone with 
influence with our representatives could speak to them about charging elderly for health services 
that were not previously charged for. Bryan Lang on behalf of the school board wanted to 
thank the Board of Selectmen and the Road Crew for all their help with broken water lines 
and boiler problems. Their cooperation saved everyone lots of money.
Dianne Rappa made the motion to adjourn, seconded by Beverly Woods. Motion carried as 
the ayes prevailed. Adjourned 8:10 PM.
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TOWN OF BATH 
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Bath qualified to vote on Town Affairs. You are notified to 
meet at the Bath Village School Cafetorium on Tuesday, March 11,1997 at seven o’clock in the 
evening to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Town Clerk-Tax Collector, and a Treasurer for one year, one 
Selectman for three years, one Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years, two Library 
Trustees for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner for three years and other necessary 
officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To hear the reports of officers and agents heretofore chosen and to pass any 
vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $411,147 which 
represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special articles addressed. The 
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the 
Capital Reserve Fund for the acquisition of new road maintenance equipment as authorized in 
Chapter 35 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated. The Selectmen recommend 
this appropriation.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the 
Capital Reserve Fund for the future revaluation of the Town. The Selectmen recommend this 
appropriation.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 for the 
Capital Reserve for the purpose of future construction or repair of the Swiftwater Covered 
Bridge. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $2,500 as a 25% local match to 
secure a State Department of Transportation match of 75% to begin immediate repairs to the 
Haverhill-Bath Covered Bridge. (By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed 
$38,000 for the revaluation of the Town and authorize the withdrawal of this amount from 
the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The Selectmen recommend this 
appropriation.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed 
$40,000 to begin work on the Swiftwater Bridge and authorize the withdrawal of these funds 
from the Capital Reserve Fund established for that purpose. The Selectmen recommend this 
appropriation.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to change from Class VI to Class V Public Highway 
in Swiftwater, Bunga Road beginning at the Junction of Route 112 running eastward approxi­
mately two tenths of a mile. (By petition)
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d 
authorizing the Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which 
may be offered to the Library for any public purpose, provided, however, that no acceptance of 
personal property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town or the Library 
Trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance 
repair or replacement of such personal property.
ARTICLE 12. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Board of Selectmen
Randall S. Burt 




Anyone wishing to read the Auditor’s Report, it will be on file in the Selectmen’s Office.
Selectmen, Town of Bath
SELECTMEN’S REPORT
It was a relatively busy year for the Board. Several projects were undertaken and some 
administrative changes were made.
Bill Englert was named Animal Control Officer early in the year. This should help with 
several of the problems we have had in the past. Also, Judy Stimson was named Deputy Town 
Clerk/Tax Collector for the Town. She has done a great job learning the complexities of the 
position so far. A  Drug and Alcohol Policy was put into effect for those in safety sensitive 
positions as required by law.
Two legal cases that were pending in 1996 are closed now. Hopefully 1997 will find us 
without any legal problems.
The new Fire Station was moved into and the old building was removed. The Town’s small 
ambulance made 8 runs this year. A fire proof room was built around the furnace in the Town 
Hall as required by our insurance company. New storage shelves were also added to the 
basement area.
The street lights were converted to a more efficient light, increasing illumination and 
decreasing costs at the same time. Street signs were put up this year in hope of doing 
numbering in 1997. The E-911 program is progressing slower than we planned, but is still 
moving forward.
The perambulation of the Bath /Lyman line was done this summer. With help from FEMA 
funding, road repairs were done to Abbott Avenue between the road and river. The project on 
the Village Bridge was completed. Many thanks to H. G. Wood for the donation of lumber for 
the project.
Thanks also go to the Pine Grove Grange and Mr. Scott for the wonderful job they did in 
repairing the Town’s very old voting booths.
If anyone is interested in serving on any of the Boards in town, please let us know.
Board of Selectmen




TOW N CLERK S REPORT
Year Ending December 31, 1996
Receipts
Automobile Permits 1222 $83,315.00
Automobile Title Fees 86 372.00
Lost Registrations 8 24.00
Dog Licenses 256 1,768.00
Dog Fines 21 74.00
Dog Penalties & Costs 17 425.00
Copy Machine 22.95
Zoning Books 2 4.00
Marriage Licenses 5 225.00
Vital Record-Copies/Research 13 167.00
Town Histories 39 291.00
Postage 12.50
UCC’S Forms/Recording 36 492.00
INSF Check Charges 3 45.00
Replaced Check-insf 48.50
Overcharge to G. Peters 7.00
Receipts $87,292.95
Paid to Treasurer $87,292.95
Respectfully,
Beverly K. Woods, Town Clerk
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BALAN C E SHEET
ASSETS
Cash:














Yield & Doomage 919.36 143,716.09
TOTAL ASSETS $660,877.70
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by Town:
School District $488,889.00
Highway Capital Reserve 15,404.84
Swiftwater Bridge Capital Reserve 20,000.00





BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BATH - REVENUE
Sources of Revenue
Taxes:
Land Use Change Taxes 
Resident Taxes 
Yield Taxes
Payment In Lieu of Taxes 
Other Taxes - Woodsville Dam 
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent 
Taxes
Licenses, Permits and Fees:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees
From State:
Shared Revenue
Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 
Highway Block Grant 
State & Federal Forest Land Reimb. 
Other (Including Railroad Tax)
Charges For Services:
Income From Departments 
Other Charges - Rent
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Sale of Municipal Property 
Interest on Investments 
Other - Refunds
Interfund Operating Transfers In:
Water
Capital Reserve Fund 
Trust and Agency Funds
Other Financing Sources:
“Surplus”- Prior Years - Reduce Taxes
Estimated Actual Estimated
1996 1996 1997





















-0- 39,219.00  4L
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $339,969.00 $412,886.00 $423,502.00
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Conservation Commission 500.00 352.00 500.00
Debt Service:
Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 26,000.00 26,000.00 26,000.00
Interest Long-Term Bonds & Notes 15,266.00 15,266.00 13,275.00
Interest on TAN 3,000.00 -0- 2,000.00
Capital Outlay:
Machine, Vehicle & Equipment 5,620.00 5,620.00 -0-
Operating Transfers Out:
To Capital Reserve Fund 40,000.00 40,000.00 -0-
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $431,495.00 $417,752.00 $411,147.00
BUDGET SUMMARY
Subtotal 1 Recommended $411,147.00
Subtotal 2 “Individual” Warrant Arts. 78,000.00
Subtotal 3 Special Warrant Articles 
as defined by Law 42,500.00
Appropriations Recommended 531,647.00
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues 
(Exclusive of Property Taxes) 423,502.00
Amount of Taxes To Be Raised $108,145.00
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Revaluation of Property 
Legal Expense 
Personnel Administration 


















Health and Hospitals 
Direct Assistance 




Principal of Long Term Bonds/Notes 
Interest of Long Term Bonds/Notes 
























































































































































SCHEDULE OF TOW N PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 128,900.00
Furniture and Equipment 20,000.00
Libraries, Furniture and Equipment 16,500.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 185,350.00
Equipment 122,100.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 48,450.00
Equipment 145,000.00
Tools and Supplies 20,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playground 8,350.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 1,000,000.00
Town Forest 41,300.00
TOTAL $1,735,950.00
















T A X  COLLECTOR’S REPORT




Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $ $136,752.19 $
Resident Taxes 1,280.00 230.00
Yield Taxes 1,036.63








Delinquent Tax 1,832.08 11,197.54
Collected Resident
Tax Penalties ________6.00 73.00 12.00
TOTAL DEBITS $1,213,727.61 $150,339.36 $242.00
CREDITS
































Resident Taxes 1,090.00 320.00 80.00
Yield Taxes 919.36
TOTAL CREDITS $1,213,727.61 $150,339.36 $242.00
SU M M ARY OF T A X  S A L E /T A X  LIEN ACCOUNTS




Balance at Beg. of Fiscal Year:
Liens Executed 
During Fiscal Year
Interest & Costs 
Coll. After Lien Execution
TOTAL DEBITS






























Cash on Hand, January 1, 1996
Received from Beverly Woods, Tax Collector:
Property Tax, 1997 $ 457.22
Property Tax, 1996 1,036,086.67
Property Tax, 1995 71,161.76
Property Tax, Interest 8,131.92
Yield Tax, 1996 23,453.71
Yield Tax, Previous Years 1,873.57
Yield Tax, Interest 874.64
Yield Tax, Costs & Fees 47.00
Land Use Change 1,323.40
Land Use Change, Interest 76.60
Resident Tax, 1996 3,940.00
Resident Tax, 1995 730.00
Resident Tax, 1994 120.00
Resident Tax, Penalties 91.00
Redemptions 100,298.34
Redemption, Interest of Sale 22,609.28
Redemption, Costs & Fees 732.00
Register of Deeds 248.00
Mortgage Notices 292.00
Tax Sale, Property 65,579.53
Tax Sale, Interest 6,453.94
Tax Sale, Yield 1,036.63
Tax Sale, Costs & Fees 2,039.00
Insufficient Funds Check Charge 10.00
Received from Beverly Woods, Town Clerk:
Motor Vehicle Permits 83,266.50
Dog Licenses 1,768.00




Dog License Penalties 79.00
Vital Statistics 167.00
Sale of Town Histories 292.50
Replaced Check 48.50









Received from State Treasurer:
Highway Block Grant 62,807.48
Supp. Highway Block Grant 1,543.27
Revenue Sharing Distribution 20,568.18
Rooms & Meals Tax 6,450.94
Reimbursement, Road Damage 6,389.00







Woodsville Savings Bank, Close-out of Account 100,000.00
Woodsville Savings Bank, Interest 115.31
Hydro Tax 71,511.19
Outstanding Checks Voided 3,077.81
Highway Capital Reserve, Sander 5,620.00
Reimbursement, Welfare Funds 4,138.72
Post Office Rent 3,300.00
Transferred from Bath Village Water 2,860.73
Highway Department, Sale of Materials 2,066.54
Use of Highway Equipment 2,061.00
Income from Trust Funds 1,831.02
Fleet Bank, Interest on Checking Account 1,681.64
Refund: Insurance Premiums 1,215.54
Cemetery Lots 1,100.00
Planning Board 523.00
Bath Hist. Soc., Repairs, Cemetery 500.00
Woodsville Water & Light, Dam Agreement 500.00
Haverhill, Repairs to Covered Bridge 460.00
Building Permits 390.00
Town Hall Rent 175.00
Sale of Electricity 98.00
Street Sweeping, School 93.33
Pistol Permits 93.00
Commission on Pay Phone 75.04
Zoning Regulations 47.00
Office Supplies 37.00
Sale of Town Histories 30.00
Voter Checklists 23.01
Bank Deposit Correction 20.00
Use of Copier 15.80
Current Use Applications 12.00
Appraisal Cards 4.00
Bank Error










Selectmen’s Orders Paid $1,780,293.73 $1,780,293.73
Monies Invested in New Hampshire Investment Pool 74,735.95
Fleet Bank, Checking Balance 250,759.85
$2,105,789.53
Respectfully submitted,
Alden W. Minot 
Treasurer
SU M M ARY OF P AYM EN TS
General Government:
Executive $ 24,239.99
Elections & Registrations 17,256.53
Financial Administration 11,067.17
Revaluation of Property 6,500.00
Legal Expense 2,640.10
Personnel Administration 8,303.05
Planning and Zoning 617.90
General Government Building 9,256.34
Cemeteries 6,664.05
Insurance 17,161.00
Advertising and Regional Assoc.  500.00






Other Public Safety 2,726.34
Total Public Safety 34,429.29
Highways and Streets:
Highways and Streets 155,945.80
Street Lighting 5,860.71
Highway - Garage 5,147.83
Bridges 5,290.86






Health Agencies and Hospitals
Total Health
Public Welfare - General Assistance
Culture and Recreation:
Parks and Recreation 
Library
Patriotic Purposes
Total Culture and Recreation
Conservation Commission
Debt Service:






Taxes Bought by Town 
Discounts and Abatements 
Bank Transfer
Total Unclassified
Payments to Other Government Divisions:
County/State 75,398.00
School District 1,111,962.00























D E TAILE D  STATEM EN T OF PAYM EN TS
1. EXECUTIVE
Pamela Murphy $ 12,854.30
Fleet Bank 3,528.59







2. ELECTIONS AND REGISTRATION
Beverly Woods 11,154.42





Fogg’s True Value 7.20
!. FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Francis J. Dineen Co. 3,000.00
Harrison Publishing 1,310.00
Stamped Envelope Agency 1,083.40
Business Management Systems 593.60
Michie 506.68
Department of Agriculture 499.00
Clark Business Machines 480.19
NYNEX 475.55
Irma Clough 391.49




Bath Post Office 248.00
GBF Information Systems 240.93
Tuck Press 215.00
Wells River Clinic 141.00
Beverly Woods 94.20
Bath School District 86.90
Boise Cascade 57.00
Stark and Sons Machining 51.04
University of New Hampshire 50.00
N.H. Good Road Assoc. 50.00
Branham Publishing 42.80





N.H. Association of Assessing Officials 20.00
N.H. Town Clerk’s Association 20.00
N.H. Tax Collector’s Association 15.00
Teresa Belyea, Treasurer 9.92
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY 
North town Associates
LEGAL EXPENSES
Van Dorn & Cullenberg 2,146.35








Register of Deeds 78.00
Office of State Planning 38.20
NHMA 25.00




. GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDING
Walter E. Jock Oil 2,060.11
Conn. Valley Carpentry 1,543.00




Thomas J. Sullivan 376.00
Gary’s Plumbing 341.95
Fogg’s True Value 271.74
Ken’s Locksmithery 167.00
Lyndonville Office Equipment 157.65
Fleet Bank 48.24
Protection Plus 49.00
Treasurer, State of N. H. 25.00
>. CEMETERIES
Gary Youngman 5,377.55
Winston J. Dow 1,000.00
Elmer & Pamela Braley 200.00
D & M Washoffs 39.50
Register of Deeds 26.00














11. REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
NHMA
12. POLICE DEPARTMENT
Arthur Joy, Jr. 461.75
Fleet Bank 76.50





Walter E. Jock Oil 2,736.25
North Country Fire Resources 2,389.82
Bond Auto 1,497.74
Grafton County Sheriff 1,320.00
Fogg’s True Value 1,249.58
CVEC 1,168.39








B & S Industries 393.60
Merriam-Graves 365.83
Woodsville Fire Company 350.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics 330.91
Twin State Aid Fire Association 319.25
Central Supply 219.30
Philip W. Noyes Co. 204.45
D & G Sign & Label 184.55
Puf-Co 184.50
W.S. Darley & Co. 181.45
Woodsville Rescue Ambulance 166.00














Clark Business Machines 33-00
Woodsville True Value 29.61
Fox International LTD 26.83
Randall Burt 25,09
Wayne McDanolds --------45, ~
15. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
Federal Surplus
16. OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
Work Safe 1,388.22
Treasurer, State of N.H. — 1,338.12
17. TOWN CREW SALARIES
John Lees 19,635.75
Herbert Chamberlain, Jr. 16,708.08
James Frost 15,711.75
Fleet Bank 11,799.78
NHMA Insurance Trust — 7,848.72
18.
Bigelow Paving 24,750.00
Walter E. Jock Oil 6,707.55
W.B. & R.L. Martin 5,651.44
Donald Beattie 5,375.00







John Boudreault Excavating 1,775.00
Gorman Bros. 1,250.78
Granite State Minerals 1,229.04
RAK Industries 937.40
Wilson Tire 932.80
Mill Brook Construction 735.00















Howard P. Fairfield 381.07
Jesseman’s Garage 341.00
Prescision Lubricants 316.70
Treasurer, State of N.H. 305.80
NH Mun. Truck Equipment 295.00





N.H. Wetlands Board 171.17
Ossipee Mountain Electronic 154.51
Woodsville Machine 150.00
Seven Falcon, Inc. 122.09
National Safety Equipment 100.25
Texas Refinery, Corp. 95.85
Merriam-Graves 94.13
W.T. Supply Co. 90.23
Bixby’s Auto 88.70
E-Z Steel Fabrication 81.76
Country Gas 76.89




Fogg’s True Value 52.94
Lawson Products 36.76
Lisbon Chevrolet-Geo 30.00
Fisher Auto Parts 25.03
Bath Variety Store 12.99
D & P’s Pit Stop 7.00
9. STREET LIGHTING
CVEC 4,295.67
Woodsville Water & Light 1,565.04
0. ' HIGHWAY GARAGE
Walter E. Jock Oil 2,496.15
CVEC 1,515.31
NYNEX 387.63
Casella Waste Management 363.01
Thomas J. Sullivan 340.05
E.T. & H.K. Ide, Inc. 23.95
Fleet Bank 11.25







Conn. Valley Carpentry 1,082.50
George F. Woods 830.79
Fleet Bank 231.07
Fogg’s True Value 34.00
22. WATER SERVICES 
Woodsville Water & Light 
CM Environmental Association 
Welch’s Water Service 
Bath Village Water 
Treasurer, State of N.H. 
William Englert 
Robert J. Rutherford 
N.E. Rural Water Association 
Fleet Bank 
R & M Excavating 







Edwin E. Blaisdell 71.00
Jeanne Foley 42.00
Clark Business Machines 19.96













24. HEALTH AND HOSPITALS 
North Country Home Health 1,914.00




Senior Citizen Council 500.00
Community Action Program 375.00
Car Laundry 116.64
Thomas Pharmacy 24.70
26. RECREATION AND PARKS
Keith’s II Sporting Goods 256.50
Green Mountain Monogram 126.00
Connecticut Valley Little League 125.00















Ross Wood Post 20 - American Legion 
North Country Flag
29. CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
NHACC 
Judy Tumosa 
Twin Rivers Recycling 
Tuck Press
30. PRINCIPLE - LONG TERM BONDS 
Shawmut Bank 20,000.00
Woodsville Guaranty Savings 6,000.00
31. INTEREST - LONG TERM BONDS 
Shawmut Bank 
Woodsville Guaranty Savings
32. CAPITAL RESERVE 
Trustee of Trust Funds
33. NEW EQUIPMENT 
Howard P. Fairfield
34. TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN 




36. UNCLASSIFIED/BANK TRANSFER 
Woodsville Guaranty Savings
37. STATE & COUNTY 
Grafton County Treasurer



























REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS 
December 31,1996
INCOME
Interest of Deposits 
DISBURSEMENTS
Bath Village School $ 56.35
Bath Congregational Church 277.59
Bath Village Library 6.43
Bath Covered Bridge 15.88
Bath Cemetery Care 854.89
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
Capital Reserve Fund - Road Maintenance Equipment 
Balance December 31,1996
Capital Reserve Fund - Revaluation 
Balance December 31,1996








BATH  HOUSING IM PROVEM ENT FUND
Balance on hand, January 1, 1996 $12,816.53
Total Deposits 3,349.65
Interest Earned 552.40
Balance on hand, December 31, 1996 $16,718.58
*
VILLAG E W A T E R  ACCOUNT
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1996 $21,200.06
Water Rents Collected During Year 7 550 00
Fleet Bank - NH, Interest 617.20
Fleet Bank, Deposit Correction 20.00
Total Amount Available 29 387 26
Transferred to General Fund 2,860.73
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1997 $26,526.53
B ATH  TOW N FOREST
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1996 $1,893.24
Fleet Bank - NH, Interest 40 0g
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1997 $1,939.92
Respectfully submitted, 
Alden W. Minot, Treasurer
BATH  PUBLIC LIB R AR Y
1996 Summary of Funds





Withdrawal from savings 300.00
Reference fund 620.00
Reimbursement - books 19.40







Newspapers & Magazines 383.21
Videos 410.85
Postage & Supplies 219.05
Telephone 301.45
Miscellaneous 180.00
Reimbursement - savings account 300.00
Librarian course 413.00
Books for librarian course 35.00
Petty Cash  48.65
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $9,356.46
Balance on Hand December 31, 1996 1,032.23





Number of bound volumes.........................................................................................................13,391
Number of volumes added by purchase....................................................................................... 208
Number of volumes added by g if t ................................................................................................ 214
Number of volumes discarded........................................................................................................ 26
Number of magazines and newspaper subscriptions................................................................... 28
Number of books not returned..........................................................................................................7
CIRCULATION
Volumes of adult fiction loaned...................................................................................................1,248
Volumes of junior fiction loaned.....................................................................................................636
Volumes of adult non-fiction loaned.............................................................................................. 269





Interlibrary loan requests filled ....................................................................................................117
New Patrons.......................................................................................................................................42
The Trustees and I would like to thank the following people for their book, magazine and 
video donations this year: Bill Scott, Pat Wright, Beverly Ellsworth, Sylvia McKean, Beverly 
Woods, Mary Poor, Helen Lane, Margaret Mitchell, Ann Dean, Ernest Stein, Mike & Nancy 
Lusby, Beverly Shaw, George & Raymond Woods, Tom Sawyer, Karen Harrington, Ellen 
Bradley, Betty Peters, Vera & Frank Audolensky, Ed Barnes, Nancy Garvey, Lloyd Evans of 
Louisiana, David Page of Massachusetts, A. Newbold Richardson of Virginia and Joseph Wagner 
of Lancaster, N.H. We also received a $20.00 donation from The Friends of Bath in memory of 
Louise Bailey, a beautiful video cabinet from The Church Fellowship Ladies and an air 
conditioner from Vera & Prank Audolensky. Thank you all for your support.
It’s been a busy year for the Library. Forty-two new patrons have signed up for library 
cards, one hundred seventeen inter-library loans were completed and numerous reference 
queries were researched. From April-June, I took a Reference/Library Techniques Course 
through The College for Lifelong Learning. The cost was $413.00 but I was very fortunate to 
receive a scholarship from The N. H. Library Association for $366.00. A lot of valuable 
information was learned, and we have added 39 books to the Reference Section. (Many were 
free). New encyclopedia’s were needed for the children’s room, so a “Reference Fund” was set 
up. The Trustees and I were thrilled to earn $130.00 in excess of the $644.00 needed. Many 
thanks to the following people for their support and generosity in making this possible: Mary 
Jane Diamond, Beverly Woods, Beverly Shaw, Diane LaFond, Jerry Filiciotto, Friends of 
Bath, Clover Gowing, Arthur Cheney, The Brick Store (The Lusby’s), Walter & Carole Young, 
H.P Cummings Construction Co. (Ben Harrington)
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This year’s Summer Reading theme was “ Reading can give you the Goosebumps” . 
Fourteen children participated and read 259 books in 6 weeks. Story hour was held every 
Thursday during June and July. Total attendance for the 6 weeks was 53. Special thanks to: 
Karen Harrington, Morgan Hann & Jessie Harrington, Diane Rappa, Trish Halsey, Rachel 
Ardolino & Shannon Lusby, and Ellen Bradley for volunteering their time and talents.





The Bath Historical Society meets at 7:30 on the last Wednesday of each month in the Town 
Hall. Members and non-members are welcome to all meetings.
The goal of the Society is to collect and preserve material that illustrates the history of 
Bath through photographs, books, letters, newspaper clippings, Bath family genealogies and 
any other items of historical interest. We use a secure room in the Town Hall for storing these 
items when they are not on display.
The Historical Society is displaying memorabilia in the Bath Public Library. Any com­
ments or suggestions would be most welcome.
Funds raised from the “Memory Tree” donations are to be used to preserve our town’s vital 
statistics record books and for stone repair in our cemeteries. In 1996, we donated $500.00 to 
the Town of Bath toward the repair of stones in the Pettyboro Cemetery. Over 200 stones were 
straightened and/or repaired.
We want to thank the many people who have donated “items o f interest” to the 
Historical Society. It is only through your interest and generosity that we are able to preserve 
our history.
The Historical Society welcomes new members and would appreciate any loans or dona­




Two years have passed since you elected a Board of Cemetery Trustees. We are trying to 
address the needs of our several cemeteries. Progress is being made.
The Village Cemetery has been surveyed and a roadway marked out in the new section. We 
now have up to date maps of the Swiftwater and the Village Cemeteries. Stones in the Pettyboro 
Cemetery have been straightened and repaired. We are indebted to the Bath Historical 
Society for generously spearheading the Pettyboro project and for financial assistance with a 
50-50 cost share agreement with the Town.
Looking ahead, a great deal remains to be done. Many stones need straightening and/or 
repair as well as cleaning. Also, the roadway at Swiftwater needs attention.
As we work with a limited budget, progress will be slow. Anyone wishing to assist with 
donations or labor should contact any of the Selectmen, Cemetery Trustees or Diane LaFond 
(747-2262) who is coordinator of volunteers interested in cleaning.
“Many hands make light work!”
The following is a notice showing the amounts of State Highway Block Grant Aid that may 
be available to your town in 1997. The January and April payments are set amounts and 
should not change. The April payment is adjusted to reflect the actual State gas tax revenues 
and motor vehicle fees collected in fiscal year 1996. The July and October payments are based 
on estimated revenues and could possibly change.
State Highway Block Grant Aid available to Bath during calendar year 1997 is estimated as 
follows:
Chapter 235 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended, provides Block Grant Aid 






HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT AID 











BATH VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Bath Fire Department had an extremely busy year with 78 runs called by Twin State. 
The breakdown of these calls are as follows:
23 motor vehicle accidents
7 chimney fires
7 alarm activations (smoke & carbon monoxide)
7 power line calls
8 structure fires (6 mutual aid, 2 in Bath)
5 landslide calls
21 varieties of other calls
In August, we held our annual town auction at the fire house in conjunction with the Bath 
Congregational Church and the Pine Grove Grange. It went very well.
As you probably know, George and Raymond Woods resigned in September of this year. 
We want to thank them both for all of their hard work and dedication throughout their 27 years 
in the department. George and Ray have helped enormously throughout their time in 
the department toward the acquisition of apparatus and their work for our new station. Thank 
you George and Ray for everything you have done over the years to help make this 
department what it is today. Your dedication will be greatly missed.
Once again the turkey supper was a huge success. The supper went smoothly due to 
everyone’s help and contributions, therefore, we give a huge thank you to everyone for their 
help. Special thanks to Albert and Caroline Lamarre, who contributed their time and 
experience, once again, to us. Without them the supper would not have gone as smoothly as it 
did. Thank you Albert and Caroline.
Your current listing of members on the Fire Department are:
Stephen Driscoll Chief
Russ Fournier Assistant Chief
Donald Locke Captain
Ronald Locke 1st Lieutenant
Michael Poor 2nd Lieutenant
Debra Fournier Treasurer/Training
Lisa Driscoll-Rodiman Secretary






Lorraine Tattersall Auxiliary Member
Tara Rentas Auxiliary Member
If you have any desire in becoming a member or an auxiliary member, please contact any of 
the persons mentioned above.
Thank you Bath towns people and property owners for making this one of the most 
memorable years we have ever had.
Bath Volunteer Fire Department Members 
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BATH VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT 
1996 CALLS
DATE RESPONDED TO TYPE OF TNCTDENT
01/03/96 Routes 302 & 112 Car Accident
01/05/96 Cemetery Hill False Alarm
01/08/96 Lyman Structure Fire
01/08/96 Brick Store Alarm
01/12/96 Route 302 Car Accident
01/19/96 Route 135 Car Accident
01/25/96 Irene Cole’s residence Flooded Cellar
01/27/96 Route 302 Car Accident
02/03/96 North Haverhill Structure Fire
02/09/96 Route 302 Car Accident
02/12/96 Route 302 Car Accident
02/13/96 Brick Store Smokehouse Fire
02/18/96 Route 302 Car Accident
02/19/96 Goldthwait residence Chimney Fire
02/27/96 Swiftwater Road Car Fire
03/05/96 Route 112 Car Accident
03/10/96 Irwin residence Chimney Fire
03/10/96 Wheeler residence Unknown Fire
03/15/96 Landaff Structure Fire
03/24/96 Serrell residence Chimney Fire
04/04/96 Gilbert residence Chimney Fire
04/07/96 Santora residence Alarm
04/11/96 Route 302 - Plain Road Car Accident
04/14/96 Route 302 Downed Line
04/15/96 Route 135 Unknown Fire
04/20/96 Route 112 Carr Gravel Pit
04/24/96 Irene Cole’s residence Flooded Cellar
04/30/96 Route 112 - Bradley Hill Road Downed Lines
05/01/96 Lester Presby residence Downed Lines
05/02/96 Route 112 Illegal Burn
05/10/96 Ide residence Chimney Fire
05/10/96 Route 112 Smoke Investigation
05/11/96 Route 302 (4 runs) Landslide
05/12/96 Route 302 Landslide
05/20/96 Burt residence Rekindle
05/20/96 Route 112 Car Accident
05/26/96 Route 112 - French Pond Road Forest Fire
05/31/96 Route 302 Car Accident
06/01/96 Swiftwater Smoke Investigation
06/11/96 Little Eddy Water Rescue
06/21/96 Route 302 Car Accident
07/09/96 Route 302 - Millbrook Car Accident
07/09/96 Route 135 Car Accident
07/15/96 Pettyboro Road Structure Fire
07/17/96 Route 112 Car Accident
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DATE RESPONDED TO TYPE OF INCIDENT
07/21/96 Routes 302 Oil Spill
07/26/96 Hill Road Structure Fire
07/28/96 Lisbon Structure Fire
08/02/96 Starr Farms Alarm
08/07/96 Route 112 - French Pond Road Car Accident
08/09/96 West Bath Road Skidder Fire
08/18/96 Cemetery Road Illegal Fire
09/06/96 Pettyboro Road Downed Lines
09/12/96 Foster residence Car Fire
09/17/96 Route 302 Car Accident
09/29/96 Lisbon Structure Fire
10/02/96 Clear Day Farm Alarm
10/05/96 Clear Day Farm Alarm
10/07/96 Route 302 Car Accident
10/11/96 Route 302 Car Accident
10/19/96 Swiftwater Road Downed Lines
10/27/96 Wells River Structure Fire
11/03/96 Young residence Alarm
11/06/96 Route 135 Car Accident
11/16/96 Route 112 Car Accident
11/19/96 Route 302 Car Accident
11/21/96 Swiftwater Road Car Accident
11/23/96 Swiftwater Smoke Investigation
11/23/96 Clear Day Farm Alarm
11/26/96 Gadwah residence Chimney Fire
12/06/96 Hoyt residence Car Fire
12/08/96 Cemetery Road Downed Lines
12/14/96 Brick Store Alarm
12/29/96 Blanchard residence Chimney Fire
12/30/96 Goose Lane Transformer
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN 
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your 
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing any open 
burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the 
State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year 
in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the N.H. Division of Forests and Lands, Forest 
Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest fire 
suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and 
timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws 
please call our office at 271-2217.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract 


























“REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!”
Stephen M . Kessler Russell Fournier
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
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POLICE REPORT
The Bath Police Department covered less automobile accidents in 1996. This was probably 
due to a mild November and December. Most of the accidents were with deer.
The Bath Police Department would like to take this opportunity to thank the members of 
the Bath Volunteer Fire Department for the assistance they have provided at automobile 
accidents.
Also, thanks go to the New Hampshire State Police, Grafton County Sheriff’s Department, 




In January we had a rapid melt down of snow and rain which led to several washed out 
sections of road. One was on the Gale Road, caused by an undersized culvert which was 
changed this summer to a 3' culvert. The other place was on Windy Hill Road caused by water 
jumping over the water bars on a logging access road. These were redone by the landowner 
this summer.
Culverts were added or replaced on the following roads: Mt. Gardner Road, River Road, 
West Bath Road (gravel portion), Gale Road, Windy Hill Road, Plain Road and the Rabbit 
Path.
Paving was done on Dodge Road and Cemetery Road. Road stablization fabric was put on 
Pettyboro Road by the Dufresne residents. Gravel was added to the following roads: Windy 
Hill Road, Aldrich Road, Gale Road, Rabbit Path, Foster Hill Road, Pettyboro Road and River 
Road.
I would like to thank all the contractors who assisted in this years’ road work. Also the 
taxpayers for their understanding and patience when inconvenienced during this work. Thank 





The Bath Town Planning Board meets the third Wednesday of every month at 7:00 p.m. in 
the Bath Selectmen’s Office. These meetings are open to the public and we welcome your visits 
and comments. During the 1996 monthly meetings three subdivisions, one boundary line 
adjustment, one gravel pit renewal and one new gravel pit permit were on the agendas for 
review and subsequent approval. Discussions at monthly meetings involved building permits, 
road classification and use issues, relaxation requests for subdivision and covenant 
regulations, and state development initiatives. Also at the monthly meetings, there was an 
overall concern voiced throughout the year of building taking place within the town without 
proper authorization and not falling within the individual subdivision covenants.
In keeping with our continuing education, several Planning Board Members attended 
various educational municipal law lectures and participated in several surveys and materials 
distributed by the NH Office of State Planning. The Bath Town Planning Board has 
representation on the local Bath/Haverhill Bridge Committees, Connecticut River Network 
and we have been contacted for input with the State Scenic Byways and Road Designations 
and Floodplain Management (FEMA).
If you have a question about land use, town issues, etc., contact the Selectmen first and they 
will advise you as to which Board, if any, you need to contact. Feel free to drop in and if you 
would like to serve on this or any Town Board, let the Town Office know.
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment acted on one item this past year. The Grafton County 
Superior Court ordered a Remand Hearing to rehear Glen Houston’s request for a Special 
Exception to operate a Commercial Recreation Area in the Rural/Agricultural District. This 
Remand Order was a result of an appeal of an Abutter to Glen Houston’s Hill Road Property 
to reverse our decision granting the Special Exception. The Board listened to both sides of the 
issue and decided to grant the Special Exception again. No further appeals are allowed at this 
point in time.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is always looking for new members. For those who are 
interested please contact me or the Selectmen. The ZBA’s scheduled meetings are the third 
Tuesday of the month at 7:30 PM in the 4-H Room of the Town Hall. It is best to notify the 






The Bath Conservation Commission had a productive year. In addition to commission du­
ties, one member serves as alternate to the Planning Board and a Supervisor on the Grafton 
County Conservation District Board, and one member serves on the Scenic Byway Advisory 
Committee with North Country Council. We gained a new member in 1996.
EARTH DAY APRIL 1996: For the seventh year we coordinated a successful community 
road garbage pick up. Thirty five bags of litter and 35 bags of recyclables were gathered from 
most of the town highways in Bath. The trash was separated and recycled at Twin River 
Recycling, which opened on Sunday specifically for this effort. Our thanks to all those involved.
LAND CONSERVATION INVESTMENT PROGRAM: The Commission monitored the 
LCIP conservation easement on Ray Burton’s land. The Commission also commented on the 
specifications of the LCIP boundary maintenance plan developed by OSP to maintain 
property boundaries on LCIP projects.
CONSERVATION EASEMENTS: The Commission had discussions with the Selectmen 
and a landowner about donating a conservation easement on his property to the Town.
SCENIC BYWAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Commission member Judy Tumosa 
represented the town on the Scenic Byway Advisory Committee for the North Country. The 
two year project will inventory the natural, scenic, cultural areas along the Connecticut River 
and will develop a corridor management plan to incorporate these areas into scenic byways for 
the towns along the river. Tumosa received input from other boards that confirmed Bath should 
be part of the process and that routes 135 and 302 should be included in the byway. The 
Commission also reviewed a list of areas to include on the scenic byway map. Judy attended a 
scenic byway workshop in September. This project will continue through 1997.
WILD AMMONOOSUC WATER QUALITY MONITORING PROJECT: Judy Thmosa 
coordinated a project that used Woodsville High School students to monitor water quality of 
the Wild Ammonoosuc River this past summer. The project was funded by DES and 
administered by the Grafton County Conservation District. The report is on file at the district 
office. The purpose of the study was to determine the potential impacts to water quality 
because of the recreational use of the river, such as gold dredging.
WETLANDS: The Commission reviewed wetland permit applications and the newest NH 
Wetlands Board regulations.
MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS: The Commission continued to be very involved in the 
Forest Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (FLESA) project. FLESA was piloted in the 
town of Bath and the Commission continues to serve on a statewide steering committee to 
make FLESA available to any other towns that would like to use it. Judy is writing the wildlife 
chapter of the New Hampshire FLESA manual and has given two workshops in the state 
about FLESA; one at the NH Association of Conservation Commissions annual meeting and 
one at the NH Municipal Association annual meeting.
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NATURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY: The Commission continued updating the NRI for 
Bath by inventorying the status of deer yards (1 reviewed). Members worked with the NH 
Fish and Game Department’s deer yard inventory sheet to ascertain the quality and the use of 
the deer yards in the town. This work will continue into 1997. The Commission also reviewed a 
natural resource area inventory project for the Connecticut River by the Society for the 
Protection of NH Forests.
TOWN FOREST: The Commission reviewed a history of the town forest provided by the 
historical society. Bruce recertified the forest as a Town Forest this year.
ADMINISTRATION: The Commission reviewed its bylaws and welcomed another member, 
Woody Argereow. We look forward to a busy 1997.
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce Barnum, Chair 
Harry Woods, Vice-Chair 




IN THE TOWN OF BATH, NH





SEX NAME OF FATHER &
MOTHER’S  SU RNAM E
January 22,1996 
Bath, NH
































Laura Marie Rutherford F Matthew John Rutherford 
Marion Aline Eathorne
Note: Many times these certificates do not arrive in time for current year’s report.
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED
IN THE TOWN OF BATH, NH
for the Year Ending December 31,1996
DATE NAME AND SURNAME RESIDENCE NAME, RESIDENCE &
OF O F O F O FFICIAL STATION OF




Michael Todd Dow 
Juliah Irene Richardson







Weymouth, MA Susan E. Heilemann 
Bath, NH Woodsville, NH
Ordained Elder
September 1,1996 Robert Gordon Larcom New York, NY





Edward H. Gibson 
Tracey L. Bradeen
Luis Alfredo Rentas, Jr. 
Tara Jean Roberts
Randy Wayne Rugar 
Mary Lynn Locke










Arthur F. Cheney 
Bath, NH 
Minister
Jewell L. Brown 
Bath, NH 
Lay-Minister
Marjorie A. Davis 
Newport, NH 
Reverend
Lyn 0. McIntosh 
Lisbon, NH 
Reverend
Evelyn J. Elms 




IN THE TOWN OF BATH, NH
for the Year Ending December 31,1996
DATE AND PLACE
OF DEATH
NAME AND SURNAM E 
O F D ECEASED
































Edith C. Smith 87 F
Rene E. Tariff 82 M
Eda M. Chase 84
Louise C. Bailey 88 F
Kimball C. Robinson 37 M
Maynard C. Demers 77
David A. Murphy 77
Pauline V Proulx Burke Duling 77
Ervin D. Dodge, Sr. 77
Eva Julia Reed 87
Wayne Ira Wheeler 
Mary Ellen Wheeler 
Vermedel Corey Miller 92




Harold Edward Gravelin, Sr. 81
M
M
Oscar L. Chase 
Mabel E. Fadden










Ira F. Wheeler 
Nancy L. Blair
Bert L. Clough 
Cora E. Estes






IN THE TOWN OF BATH, NH
for the Year Ending December 31,1996
DATE AND PLACE
OF DEATH
NAME AND SURNAME 
O F DECEASED

















Harold G. Carr 
Dorothy F. Wheeler





Bryan Lang Term Expires 1999
Brenda Minot Term Expires 1997





















TRBAS W B R  
Harry Lindemann
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Linda J. Nelson
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR 
Edward N . Emond









Chapter I Instructor 
Art














BATH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
for the 
FISCAL YEAR 
July 1# 1995 to June 30, 1996
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BATH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SCHOOL WARRANT 
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Bath in the County of Grafton, 
State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Bath Village School in said district 
on the 13th day of March 1997, polls to be open for the election of 
District Officers at 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon and to close not earlier 
than 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon. Action on all remaining articles to 
commence at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon.
ARTICLE 1: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a School District Clerk
for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Treasurer for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, one School Board Member
for a term of three years.
ARTICLE 5: To hear reports of the School Board, Superintendent,
Committees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating 
thereto.
ARTICLE 6 : To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of 
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of 
statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the 
application against said appropriation of such sums as are 
estimated to be received from the state foundation aid fund 
together with other income; the school board to certify to 
the selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and 
the appropriations which balance is to be raised by taxes by 
the town. The School Board recommends $1,263,245.00
ARTICLE 7: To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
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RESULTS OF THE MARCH 14, 1996 BATH SCHOOL WARRANT
The annual meeting of the Bath School District was called to order at 2:30 
PM on March 14, 1996 by School District Clerk Joy Harden, in the absence of 
a Moderator, due to the resignation of Richard Schulenberg last year. The 
clerk checked the official ballot box and declared it empty. Articles 1-4 
were read by her, and the polls were declared open as called for in 
Articles 1-4. Supervisors of the checklist present were Velma Ide, Dianna 
Ash and Ann Joy. There were no absentee ballots to process.
At 7:30 PM Clerk Moderator Joy Harden opened the meeting by introducing 
herself and explaining that a Moderator Pro Tempore could be appointed to 
conduct the evening's meeting.
A motion was made by Len Harden and seconded by Bob Dean to appoint Thomas 
Rappa Moderator Pro Tempore, and was passed by a unanimous voice vote. 
Action on Articles 1-4 was suspended until the conclusion of the meeting. 
The Moderator informed the attendees that the polls would be reopened for a 
short time after the meeting.
A motion was made by Alan Rutherford and seconded by Caroline Lamarre to 
dispense with reading the entire warrant and instead read it article by 
article, and was passed by a unanimous voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To hear reports of the School Board, Superintendent,
Committees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating 
thereto.
Mr. Alan Rutherford asked that information relating 
to school enrollment be clarified. Superintendent 
Linda Nelson provided the information attached and 
will add such information to next year's Annual 
Report.
Alan Rutherford moved to accept the reports 
pertaining to Article 5 as written in the Annual 
Report. It was seconded by Bob Dean and passed by a 
unanimous voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of 
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of 
statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the 
application against said appropriation of such sums as are 
estimated to be received from the state foundation aid fund 
together with other income; the school board to certify to 
the selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and 
the appropriations which balance is to be raised by taxes by 
the town.
Brenda Minot moved that $1,210,786.00 be raised. It 
was seconded by Bryan Lang and passed by a unanimous 
voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To transact any other business that mav leaallv come before
said meeting.
Tom Rappa thanked the Supervisors of the checklist 
for their service. Brenda Minot thanked the "powers 
that be" for keeping the cost of the school under 
control, noting that there was no increase in the 
budget. Bryan Lang concurred with Ms. Minot, adding 
that keeping spending down gets tougher all the 
time. He requested that tax payers not "yell" if 
costs go up next year due in part to building 
maintenance, as he believed it was everyone's desire 
to keep the school ]ooking new.
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A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Alan Rutherford and seconded by 
Bob Dean. The meeting was adjourned at 7:51 by unanimous voice vote.
Moderator Rappa reopened the polls for voting on Articles 1-4 until 8:00 
PM.
RESULTS OF THE ELECTION






















140 Intergovernmental Receivables 








LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY 
Current Liabilities
Interfund Payables 
470 Payroll Deductions 
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Res for encumbrances 
Unreserved Fund Balance 
Total Fund Equity











52 , 711.. 71 198.. 02
52,,803..58 lj,953,.34
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES 






1121 Current Appropriation 1,101,962.00
TOTAL TAXES 1,101,962.00
TUITION
1311 Pupils, Parents & OT 410.40
1312 Other LEA'S Within NH 11,993.08
TOTAL TUITION 12,403.48
OTHER REVENUE
1500 Earnings on Investments 1,207.43
1600 Food Service
Contributions & Donations 86.90
1990 Other Local Revenue ____ 1.771.40
TOTAL OTHER REVENUE 3,065.73




3110 Foundation Aid 23.207.39
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED 23,207.39
Restricted Grants-In-Aid
3210 School Building Aid 9,813.00
3221 Vocational School Tuition 19,800.00
3222 Voc School Transportation 3,030.08
3240 Catastrophic Aid 11,943.91
3270 Child Nutrition  . 00
TOTAL RESTRICTED AID 44,586.99
TOTAL STATE REVENUE 67,794.38
RESTRICTED THROUGH STATE 
4460 Child Nutrition Programs
4490 Other Elem/Sec Programs 1953.66
TOTAL RES FED GRANTS 1,953.66
OTHER FEDERAL REVENUE
Fed Thru Inter Agen 22,043.22
4 800 Revenue in Lieu of Taxes 216.18  • 00
TOTAL OTHER FEDERAL REVENUE 22,259.40
















REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER 
For the Fiscal Year 
July 1, 1995 to June 30, 1996
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1995
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID













The Bath School District has been audited by the firm Plodzik & Sanderson 
Professional Association. Copies of the audit are available for public 
review at the Superintendent's Office on South Court St. in Woodsville, NH.
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BATH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
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School Administrative Unit #23
Report of the Superintendent's and Business Administrator's Salaries
Section 5, Chapter 243, Laws of 1953 of the State of New Hampshire 
requires that school district annual reports show the total amount paid 
to the Superintendent and Business Administrator.
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses is prorated among the 
several school districts of the Unit on the basis of adjusted valuation. 
One-half is prorated on the basis of average daily membership in the 
schools for the previous school year ending June 30. The Superintendent 
of SAU #23 during the 1996-97 school year will receive a salary of 
$62,500.00 prorated among the several school districts. The Business 
Administrator will receive a salary of $40,000.00 among the several 
school districts.

































Number of Pupils registered during the year 87
Average Daily Membership 73 . o
Percentage of Attendance 9 4%
Pupils whose tuition was paid by the district:
Elementary, K - 8 24
Secondary, 9 - 1 2  55
ENROLLMENT BY GRADES
Grede K 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL
13 6 16 9 13 14 11 82
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TO THE SCHOOL BOARD AND CITIZENS OF BATH, 
I SUBMIT MY SECOND ANNUAL REPORT
The 1996 year in SAU 23 was a busy one. As Board Chair, Denis Ward led 
the SAU Board in another careful analysis of the budget, holding the 
district assessments to within $1,761 of last year's figures. In doing 
so, the Board cut one-half of a position in the SAU's Finance Office, a 
decision supported by the Board in recognition of their investment in new 
technology for the SAU that will allow for more efficiency in accounting.
Two long time employees left the SAU. Marge Lane married over the summer 
and took a Kindergarten teaching position in Bradford, moving there with 
her new husband. Phyllis McKenna joined former colleague Keith Pfeifer 
who, as Superintendent in Mascoma, offered her a position as Director of 
Special Education there. In reorganizing the SAU, Pat Amsden became 
Special Projects Coordinator, working with both the Superintendent and 
Business Administrator on a variety of administration and finance 
projects. Donna Hart, first appointed Acting Special Education Director 
when Phyllis left, was selected as a permanent member of the staff as the 
Director of Instructional Support Services in charge of Special Needs and 
Title 1 programs.
Professional development has been a major emphasis this year. Two Math 
Consultants who have worked with SAU 23 schools in the past will spend a 
week with us in March, 1997 to work with teachers on math instruction and 
assessment. They are scheduled to spend a day in Bath during that week. 
Faculty from all SAU 23 schools met four times with Fritz Bell, an 
educational consultant, learning about Multiple Intelligences and how 
they apply to instruction and assessment. Teachers are including samples 
of their applications of Multiple Intelligences learning in the 
portfolios that they are preparing as a part of the new teacher 
evaluation plan adopted throughout the SAU. Administrators spent a day 
with Fritz Bell over the summer in preparation for work with faculty.
The Leadership Team, which includes all Principals, Assistant Principals, 
the Director of Instructional Support Services and the Superintendent, 
have invited professionals to meet with them monthly as part of their own 
professional development. During the current year, we have met with Dr. 
Todd DiMitchell, a school law professor, and Jim Fitzpatrick, a former 
principal in Vermont who now consults nationally on establishing positive 
school climate and culture. Becky Barry, the Coordinator for the Western 
Grafton County Juvenile Diversion Program has also met with the 
Leadership Team.
Partnerships with community agencies have been very productive this year. 
James Graham, President of the Haverhill Economic Coordinating Council, 
accepted one of New Hampshire's Success by Six Star Awards for HECC's 
help in establishing an early childhood program in SAU 23. "The White 
House," as we have informally dubbed the trailer which is located at 
Woodsville Elementary School, enrolls three and four year olds from 
around the SAU, with the level of participation from the various 
districts determined by their SAU apportionment. Sarah Harris, SAU 23's 
Early Childhood Teacher, has had a very successful beginning year, with 
26 students in the pilot program. The SAU 23/Head Start Partnership has 
allowed Head Start to increase classes from twice per month to twice per 
week. With assistance from Haverhill's Community Resource Coordinator, 
Shand Wentworth, SAU 23 and four other pre-school programs published a 
brochure to inform families of the range of Pre-School options in our 
area. Bath currently has at least one student in "The White House."
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The Haverhill Community Resource Consortium, including SAU 23, received 
four years of funding, $95,000 in year one, to coordinate social services 
for families in the SAU 23 catchment area. This grant has established a 
Teen Center in Woodsville, a Haverhill Community Resource Coordinator, 
and funding in support of a Woodsville office for the Support Center 
against Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault and for Friendship House. 
Local programs such as these provide valuable help to schools, allowing 
teachers and principals to refer families for assistance, taking pressure 
off schools for social programs, allowing us to focus on education.
The Bath School Board continued a tuition contract with Haverhill School 
District in 1996-97. BVS began the 1996-97 year with over 80% of their 
students in Haverhill, earning a 7% tuition discount. For the 1997-98 
year, the contract has been re-negotiated giving BVS a discount both for 
the percentage of students sent to Haverhill and for the amount of 
revenue involved. Specifically, BVS earns a discount of 2% for tuition 
revenue to Haverhill over $300,000 and another 2% reduction if that 
figure exceeds $400,000.
Bath Village School has had a very stable year, with Brenda Minot, Bryan 
Lang and Ben Harrington remaining as School Board Members and with David 
Ross in his second year as Teaching-Principal. Louis Roy became a full 
time teacher at the school this year, teaching Kindergarten for half a 
day and fourth grade the other half. Kathy Wohlleb became the Title 1 
Instructor. The faculty continues to work on grouping the students 
appropriately for instruction, using some multi-age groups for reading 
and math.
This year's report provides you with information on the school 
population. The pie charts show K-6 students and staffing at BVS. Student 
choices of middle and high schools are also reported, as are BVS scores 
on the New Hampshire Third and Sixth Grade Assessments. The scores are 
lower than we would like to see, but Mr. Ross and the teachers meet 
regularly to analyze instructional approaches and student progress with 
the intent of helping students do better on the state tests.
This report is prepared during budget season. As District Budget 
Hearings get underway, it is hard not to say a word about New Hampshire's 
school finance structure. Yearly, School Boards and communities struggle 
to provide adequate support for their schools without strapping local 
taxpayers, many of whom, in SAU 23's region, pay among the highest taxes 
in the state. Having to make forced choices between local school support 
and the well-being of property-owning neighbors is very harsh in 
otherwise closeknit communities. Frankly, we need a better school 
funding system. That's not going to be in place for this year's round of 
District Meetings, so I would like to thank, in advance, SAU 2 3 ’s School 
Board Members, those who work on the various district budget committees 
and our community supporters for your tenacity, creativity and patience 
as we work through this year's school funding challenges.
Respectfully submitted,
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ANNUAL PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 
BATH VILLAGE SCHOOL 
1995-1996
I began this year as your new Principal. Louise Roy joined our school as the 
Title I Teacher, and Sheldon Stein became our new Music teacher. Midway through the 
year, we brought Kathryn Wohlleb on as a full-time classroom assistant.
This year saw a revival of the parents' group. I held monthly meetings with 
parents to inform them of what was happening at school, had teachers in to present 
their programs and answer questions, listened to parent concerns, and asked parent 
opinion on different ideas. We had a solid core who attended all meetings and another 
group who attended when possible. We tried to expand our group to include citizens 
who did not have children in school by having a dinner in May for the entire town. It was 
successful, as we had about 60 attending.
Third grade students took the State End of Third Grade Assessment Test for 
the third time and Sixth graders took their state test for the first time. The Third grade 
results were slightly better than the previous year. The Sixth graders were slightly 
below the state averages.
Other grades took the California Achievement Tests and scores were just about 
average with national norms.
We had our traditional holiday concert, but for our Spring Concert, we did a play. 
It had an environmental message and was entitled, "Project Rescue: Save the Planet."
All grades participated.
Our ski program day was expanded to include skating for those youngsters who 
preferred that activity. We tried to make a rink at school, but the weather was 
uncooperative. Most of our skating was done in that field just around the comer from 
the covered bridge. Trish Halsey, a parent volunteer, took over the direction of the ski 
program and did a marvelous job. She gave much time and effort. It was greatly 
appreciated.
The Odyssey of the Mind Program was supervised by Valerie Tate. She took her 
group to Bristol, where they presented their projects for state consideration.
Mrs. Fabnzio, Mrs. Blaisdell, and I attended workshops during the Fall at Plymouth 
State College on implementing the new state math frameworks into our teaching. Mrs. 
Boucher was a presenter on Reading Recovery at a conference in Nashua.
The entire school went to Dartmouth College, Hopkins Center, for a holiday 
performance. The Third and Fourth graders went to a science program in Littleton. The 
Fifth graders went to a circus in Manchester, which was sponsored by The Shriners. Being 
a rural school, field trips are an important part of the educational program.
The Basketball Program was coached by high school students Sara Lang and Brad 
Paronto, with assistance from parent Kathryn Wohlleb. The players teamed skills, 
teamwork, and sportsmanship. They did not win as many games as they would have liked, 
but the program was a success.
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Everyone associated with Bath Village School can be proud. I feel the students 
are great, the staff is excellent, and the educational programs are good. We have a core 
of volunteers who help us when needed, a School Board that is concerned and 
supportive, the taxpayers who trust the Board and the school, and our custodian, Robert 
Dean, who keeps the building in fine shape with his extreme dedication to his 
responsibilities.
I feel the school has a bright future. I pledge to do all in my power to make the 
education your children receives better each year.
Respectfully submitted,
David A. Ross, Principal
Bath Village School
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BATH VILLAGE SCHOOL 
PRINCIPAL'S LIST AND HONOR ROLL 

































JOSEPH FOURNIER - GRADE 6
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BATH VILLAGE SCHOOL 
NURSE'S REPORT 
1995-1996
Dear Members of the Bath Community:
The 1995-1996 school year was a busy one in the clinic at the Bath Village 
School. The usual school nurse duties were ongoing. These included, yet were certainly 
not limited to, assessing heights and weights, screening vision and hearing, screening for 
scoliosis, admimstenng first aid, and obtaining doctors' orders for and admimstenng 
medication. Classroom instruction for Grades 5 and 6 presented a challenge. The 
students were involved with critical thinking skills. Material presented provided them 
with information about their bodies and how they function. Then we explored ways to 
keep healthy. We discussed good habits, like wearing helmets and seat belts, and, also, 
bad habits and how to change them.
One of the most exciting things this year was being able to certify most of the 
Fifth and Sixth graders in adult CPR.
As school nursing issues evolve, I look forward to sharing information with the 
Faculty and School Board of the Bath School District. Thank you for your support.
Respectfully submitted,
Melissa A  GOULD, RN
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TOWN HOURS
TOWN CLERK’S & TAX COLLECTOR’S OFFICE 
747-2454
Monday .........................................................................  8:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Tuesday .........................................................................  8:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Wednesday ...................................................................  8:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Thursday .......................................................................  8:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
SELECTMEN’S OFFICE HOURS 
747-2454
Monday ........................................................................  12:30 PM - 4:30 PM
7:00 PM
Tuesday ......................................................................... 12:30 PM - 4:30 PM
Wednesday ...................................................................  9:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
12:30 PM - 4:30 PM
Thursday .......................................................................  9:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
12:30 PM - 4:30 PM
Friday ...........................................................................  9:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
SELECTMEN’S MEETINGS
Every M onday.............................................................  7:00 PM

